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Abstract: The process of Software risk evaluation and 

management embodies the identification, analysis, planning, 

tracking, controlling and communication of risk. Risk 

assessment methods are one of the most important elements in 

the process of risk management. The objective of this article is 

to present the systematic review of Software risk assessment 

and estimation models. The main emphasis is given to the risk 

assessment methods based on software metrics like Software 

Risk Assessment and Estimation Model (SRAEM) and 

Software Risk Assessment and Evaluation Process (SRAEP) 

using model based approach because these methods are the 

latest methods in the field of software risk assessment and 

estimation. 

 

Index Terms:  Software Risk, Risk Exposure, Risk 

Assessment and Estimation. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

 

The management of risks is a central issue in the planning 
and management of any venture. In the field of software, 

Risk Management is a critical discipline. The process of 

risk management embodies the identification, analysis, 

planning, tracking, controlling, and communication of 

risk. It gives us a structured mechanism to provide 

visibility into threats to projects success. Risk 

management is a discipline for living with the possibility 

that future events may cause adverse effects. Risk 

management partly means reducing uncertainty [1]. 

Reducing uncertainty has a cost associated with it. We 

need to balance such costs we could incur if the risk is not 

addressed. It may not be cost effective to reduce 
uncertainty too much. Risk management standard is the 

result of work by a team drawn from the major risk 

management organization.  
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It is a central part of any organizations strategic 
management. It is the process whereby organizations 

methodically address the risk attaching to their activities 

with the goal of achieving sustained benefit within each 

activity and across the portfolio of all the activities [5]. 

There are three dimension of software risk: (i) Technical 

risk (ii) Organizational risk (iii) Environmental risk. The 

technical dimension results from uncertainty in the task 

and procedure. The organizational dimension results from 

poor communication and organizational structure. The 

environmental dimension results from rapidly changing 

environment and problems with external relationship with 
software developers and/or users. As first technical, then 

organizational, and more recently, environmental risk, 

have hindered development, use, and maintenance of 

information systems, procedures have been developed to 

manage the various risk components. Not all organization 

uses these procedures and, even if they do, not all 

organizations use them successfully [10].  

Georgieve et al. [28] conducted a survey on the 

analysis of risk assessment methods. This survey includes 

the division of risk methods on the basis of the following: 

neural network, type of input information, different 

software metrics, and software development lifecycle 
phase. This paper is an extension of the Georgieve et al. 

work by including the Software Risk Assessment and 

Evaluation Process (SRAEP) using model based approach 

[27]. The survey of Georgieve et al. [28] states that 

Software Risk Assessment and Estimation Model [26] is 

the latest model in the field of software risk estimation 

published in 2008. Therefore after reviewing the literature, 

we found Software Risk Assessment and Evaluation 

Process (SRAEP) using model based approach [27], which 

is an extension of our previous work [26] published in 

2008. The objective of this article is to extend the work of 
Georgieve et al [28] and to present the comparative 

analysis of the quantitative methods like SRAEM, and 

SRAEP. 

The paper is organized as follows. In section-2 

we present the background and the related work of risk 

management and risk assessment model. Section -3 

evaluates the software risk assessment and estimation 

models. Section -4 presents the comparative study 

between our two previous models [26,27] i.e., SRAEM 

and SRAEP using model based approach. Finally we 

conclude the paper in section-5. 
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II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

 

This section presents the survey of risk assessment 

methods and the motivation behind the SRAEM and 

SRAEP. Software Risk Evaluation (SRE) is a process for 
identifying, analyzing, and developing mitigation 

strategies for risks in a software-intensive system while it 

is in development. The SRE process has been in 

evolutionary development at the SEI since 1992 and has 

been used on over 50 Department of Defense (DoD) and 

civil (Federal and state) contractors and program offices. 

There are certain questions that are related to Risk 

Management. The most important question is why we 

manage risk? The answer of this question is that all 

projects have some level of risk associated with them. 

Even if the product under development is simply another 

version of an existing system or product, risk may appear 
in areas such as: Change in the development personal (and 

resulting experience levels with the product) and changing 

market conditions and customer expectations. We would 

like to say only “the more you understand the risks, the 

better equipped you are to manage them”. Risk 

management is a process that is systematically and 

continuous and it can be best described by the SEI risk 

management paradigm. There are six paradigm of risk 

management: (i) Identify (ii) Analyze (iii) Plan (iv) Track 

(v) Control and (vi) Communication. The detailed 

description of this paradigm is given in [7]. 
There are a few published models that evaluate 

the risk of software projects. In [16], a method to evaluate 

risk using drivers is described. Risk drivers method is 

conceived following US Air force’s guidelines for 

software risk identification and abatement. The US Air 

force defined the major risk components as performance 

risk, cost risk, support risk and schedule risk. This model 

does not have questions that bring out process related risks 

and is more suited for acquisition than development of 

software. Another model named Software Engineering 

Risk Model (SERIM) focuses on three risk elements: (i) 

technical risk, (ii) cost risk, and (iii) schedule risk. This 
model does not take into account of the software 

complexity issues, which plays an important role in 

determining the risk for the software projects. It also does 

not account for issues related to requirements. The models 

that we have proposed [26, 27] addresses this problem and 

estimate the risk at each phase of software as it progress 

from phase to phase. In the series of risk assessment 

models there is another model called Software Risk 

Assessment Model (SRAM). This model considers the 

nine critical risk elements (i) complexity of the software; 

(ii) staff involved in the projects (iii) targeted reliability 
(iv) product requirement (v) method of estimation (vi) 

method of monitoring (vii) development process adopted 

(viii) Usability of software (ix) tools [16]. The above 

existing risk assessment models does not include the 

sources of estimate uncertainty, i.e. measurement error, 

model error and assumption errors.  

Existing methods have considered the 

prioritization as a single step of risk assessment but does 

not specify how prioritization would be done. In our 

previous work [26, 27] we have considered two different 

approaches to estimate and rank the risk and that would be 
used for the prioritization. The first method is based on 

probability of risk, and in this case risk would be 

estimated with the help of risk exposure and the second 

method is based on Mission Critical Requirements 

Stability Risk Metrics. Sources of Estimate Uncertainty: 

For many years, software estimation experts have pointed 

out that an estimation value is one of a range of values 
with a specific probability of being realized. For example, 

DeMarco proposed the following definition: 

 

“An estimate is a prediction that is equally likely to be 

above or below the actual result” 

 

Estimate uncertainty occurs because an estimate is a 

probabilistic assessment of future condition. Estimators 

produce an estimate using an estimation model. The model 

may be formulated as a standard productivity rate for a 

specified task, a set of ad-hoc rules, or a mathematical 

formula. But however it is derived; the model itself can be 
a source of estimate error [2]. We consider this source as a 

key step of our previous model [26, 27] along with three 

sources of estimate uncertainty and risk: measurement 

error, model error, and assumption error.  

 
III. EVALUATION OF RISK ASSESSMENT AND 

ESTIMATION 

 

After systematic review [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 

26,27,28], we have identified several risk assessment 

methods and the brief description about these methods is 

given in table1. The evaluation of various risk assessment 

is given in table-2. Risk assessment provides a snapshot of 

the risk situation and is part of a viable risk management 

program. Risk assessment begins with team training. The 

team meets prior to the risk assessment for team building 

and training in the details of risk management paradigm 

and risk assessment process. This training includes 
instruction in the risk management mechanism to be 

applied during the assessment as well as practice exercises 

using the mechanism. Another important part of the 

training period is familiarizing the assessment team with 

the program to assess [1, 12]. There are three key factors 

of risk assessment and theses factors are risk 

identification, risk analysis, and risk prioritization. As 

figure 1 shows the practice of risk management involves 

two primary steps each with three subsidiary steps. The 

first primary step of risk management is risk assessment 

and it involves risk identification, risk analysis and risk 
prioritization. And the secondary step of risk management 

is risk control and it involves risk management planning, 

risk resolution, and risk monitoring. Our main emphasis 

would be on risk assessment.  

1. Risk identification produces lists of the projects-specific 

risk items likely to compromise a project success. A 

typical risk identification technique includes examination 

of decision drivers, assumption analysis, and checklist.  

2. Risk analysis assesses the loss probability and loss 

magnitude for each identified risk item and it access 

compound risk in the risk item interactions. Typical 

technique include performance models, cost models, 
network analysis etc.  
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3. Risk prioritization produces a ranked ordering of the 

risk items identified and analyzed. Typical techniques 

includes risk exposure analysis, risk reduction leverage 

(particularly involve cost-benefit analysis) etc.  

The second primary step is risk control and it involves risk 
management planning, risk resolution, and risk 

monitoring.  

1. Risk management planning helps prepare you to address 

each risk item including the coordination of individual risk 

item plans with each other and with the overall project 

plan. Typical technique includes checklist for risk 

resolution technique, cost benefit analysis, and standard 

risk management plan outlines, form and elements.  

2. Risk resolution produces a situation in which the risk 

items are eliminated or otherwise resolved (for example 

risk avoidance via relaxation of requirements). Typical 
technique includes prototypes simulation, benchmark, 

mission analysis, and design to cost approach.  

3. Risk monitoring involves tracking the project’s progress 

toward resolving its risk items and taking corrective action 

where appropriate. Typical technique includes milestone 

tracking and a top 10 risk item list that is highlighted at 

each weekly and monthly [2]. 

 

 

  

 

 

FIGURE-1 Steps involved in the Risk Management 

TABLE-1 Summery of various Risk Assessment Methods 

 
S.No. Year of Publication Method’s name Input Data Risk Assessment 

Technology 

1 Sadiq et al. [27],  
2010 

SRAEP using Model 
based approach 

Identify context using 
use case diagram, 

sequence diagram and 
security requirements 

Calculate risk exposure 
and compute degradation 

of key node safety metric 

2 Gupta and Sadiq [26], 2008 SRAEM Measurement error, 
model error, and 
assumption error 

Risk exposure and mission 
critical requirements 
stability risk metrics 

3 Young et al. [24],  
2007 

Analysing Software 
System Quality Risk 

using Bayesian Belief 
Network 

Project Risk Factors Bayesian Belief Network, 
Delphi method 

4 Vucovich et al. [21], 2007 Software Risk in Early 
Design Method 

Software Functionality, 
Historical Function 
Failure 

Function Failure Design 
Method 

5 Yong et al. [23],  
2006 

A Neural network Method 
for Software Risk 

Analysis 

Software Risk Factors 
from Questionnaires 

Principal Component 
Analysis, Genetic 

Algorithm and NN  

6 Deursen and Kuipers [18 ], 
2003 

Source Based Software 
Risk Assessment 

Source code 
information 

Code metrics, and 
Questionnaires 

7 Yacoub and Ammar [22], 
2002 

A methodology for 
Architecture Level 
Reliability Risk Analysis 

Complexity and 
Coupling Metrics 

Dynamic Metrics and 
Architecture Elements 

8 Neumann [19], 2002 An Enhanced Neural 
Network Technique for 
Software Risk Analysis 

Software Metrics Data Principal Component 
Analysis and Artificial 
Neural Network 

9 Nogueira et al [20], 2000 A Risk Assessment 
Model for Software 
Prototyping 

Requirements, 
Personnel and 
Complexity Metrics 

Different Software Metrics 

10 Williams et al. [25], 1999 Software Risk Evaluation 

from SEI Risk 
Management Paradigm 

Risk Data Questionnaires 

11 Chee et al [17], 1995 Influence Diagram for 
Software Risk Analysis 

Software Metrics Data Influence Diagram 
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TABLE-2 Evaluation of Risk Assessment Methods 

 
S. No. Method’s name Type of Evaluation 

Qualitative Quantitative Hybrid 

1 SRAEP using Model based approach  √  

2 SRAEM  √  

3 Analysing Software System Quality Risk using 
Bayesian Belief Network 

√   

4 Software Risk in Early Design Method  √  

5 A Neural network Method for Software Risk 
Analysis 

  √ 

6 Source Based Software Risk Assessment  √  

7 A methodology for Architecture Level 
Reliability Risk Analysis 

 √  

8 An Enhanced Neural Network Technique for 
Software Risk Analysis 

 √  

9 A Risk Assessment Model for Software 

Prototyping 

 √  

10 Software Risk Evaluation from SEI Risk 
Management Paradigm 

√   

11 Influence Diagram for Software Risk Analysis  √  

 

 

 

IV. COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF RISK 

ASSESSMENT METHODS BASED ON DIFFERENT 

SOFTWARE METRICS: 

 

This section presents the comparative study of the latest 

risk assessment methods that are based on different 

software metrics. Therefore, after systematic review, we 

have identified 4 software risk assessment methods that are 

based on software metrics like (i) Software Risk 

Assessment and Evaluation Process (SRAEP) using Model 

based approach [27], (ii) Software Risk Assessment and 

Estimation Model [26], (iii) A Risk Assessment Model for 

Software Prototyping [20], and (iv) Source Based Software 

Risk Assessment [18]. Therefore, Software Risk 

Assessment and Estimation Model [26] and Software Risk 

Assessment and Evaluation Process (SRAEP) using Model 

based approach [27] are the latest one. Following sub 

section presents the brief introduction about SRAEM. For 

SRAEP using model based approach, please refer to [27]. 

 

 

4.1 Brief introduction about SRAEM: 

Initially the model estimates the sources of uncertainty 

using Measurement error, Model error and Assumption 

error. We have considered the concept of function point to 

explain the measurement error, Model error, and 

assumption error. Function point is an important software 

metrics which is used to calculate the approximate LOC, 

Cost and effort of software [8, 9, and 11]. The block 

diagram of the proposed model is given in figure-2 

 

4.1.1 Measurement Error:  

This error occurs if some of the input variables in a model 

have inherent accuracy limitations. As a result of Chris F. 

Kemerer [11], function points are assumed to be at least 

12% inaccurate. Thus if we estimate a product size of 1300 

function points, measurement error could mean that the real 

size is anywhere between 1144 and 1456. So applying a 

model of 0.5 person-days per function point means your 

estimate will have a range of uncertainty between 572 and 

728 person days, with a most likely value of 650 person 

days. 

 

4.1.2 Model Error:  

This occurs because all empirical models are abstraction of 

reality. No estimation models can include all the factors 
that affect the effort required to produce a software product. 

Factors that affect error but are not included explicitly in 

the model contribute to the model error. For example such 

as 0.5 person-days per function point is usually obtained 

from results observed for recalled from previous projects. It 

is unlikely that any future projects will achieve the same 

ratio, but the model is expected to all right on average. If 

you base a model on past project data, you should calculate 

the associated inaccuracy by using the mean magnitude 

relative error. Thus if you have an estimation model with an 

inherent 20% inaccuracy and your product is 1300 function 
points in size, your estimate is likely to be between  130 

and 390 person days.  
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FIGURE-2 Software Risk Assessment and Estimation Model (Adopted from [26, 27]) 

 

4.1.3 Assumption Error:  

This occurs when we make incorrect assumptions about a 

model’s input parameters. For example, your assessment 

that a product size is 1300 function point rests on the 

assumption that you have correctly identified all the 

customer requirements. If you can identify your 

assumptions, you can investigate the effect of their being 

invalid by assessing both the probability that an assumption 

is incorrect and the resulting impact on the estimate. This is 
the form of risk analysis. For example you believe that 

there is a 0.3 probability that the requirement complexity 

has been underestimated and, if it has, you estimate another 

100 function point. At this point the concept of risk 

exposure is used to calculate the effective current cost of a 

risk and can be used to prioritize risk that requires 

countermeasure. Mathematically it can be written as 

Probability of risk occurring X Total loss if risk occur. In 

our example the Total loss= E2-E1. Where E1 is the effort 

if the original assumption is true and E2 is the effort if the 

alternative assumption is true. Suppose E1=540 person 

days and E2= (1300+100)*0.5=700 person days, then risk 

exposure= (700-540)*0.3= 48 person days. Assumption 

error basically helps you to estimate the risk exposure. Now 

the question is how we will prioritize the risk. We will 
explain the prioritization of risk with the help of the 

following example. Suppose in a software project we 

identified three different types of risk i.e. products recall 

situation, significant product rejection and competitive 

strike. The information about probability of risks occurring 

and the total loss if it occurs are given in the table-3.

           

TABLE-3 
Risk Probability of Occurring  Total loss  if it occurs 

Product recall situation 2% 80K 

Significant product rejection 0.1% 1000K 

Competitive Strike 10% 25K 

 

The rank of risk is estimated using risk exposure and the 

value of the highest risk exposure indicate the most serious 

risk. Table-4 contains the calculated values of risk exposure 

and the ranking of risk. In the above table competitive 

strike contains the highest value of risk exposure i.e. 2500, 
so it will get the first priority, then product recall situation 

has risk exposure equal to 1600, so it will get the second 

highest priority and similarly significant product rejection 

has third priority. So using this approach we can prioritize 

the given set of risk. Since risk exposure is not absolute but 

relative. We can compare different exposures to one 

another. One of the ways we can compare such exposures is 

to compare the exposure of a single event before and after 

managing the risk. We need a simple measure to assess risk 

reduction. So risk reduction leverage (RRL) is another 

quantitative means of assessing how risks are being 
managed. 

Mathematically we can write the RRL as (Risk  

Exposure before - Risk exposure after)/ Cost of risk 

reduction.  

In SRAEM, there are two ways which are used to 

prioritize the risk. One method was based on risk exposure 
that we have recently explained and the other method is 

based on Mission Critical Requirements Stability Risk 

metric (MCRSRM). Now we will see how this software 

metric is used for estimation of risk. In this method the risk 

is computed when there are some changes in the 

requirements (addition, modification, or deletion). So total 

risk can be computed as [b/a] i= 1 to n +K [A [c/d] i +B [d/b]i 

+G [e/b] i] .Where [b/a] i= (Number of mission critical 

requirements)/ (Total number of requirements) at the input 

of phase number i. Ki is the penalty for adding, modifying 

or deleting of requirements during phase number i.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Measurement 

Error 

 

Model Error Assumption 

Error 

Estimate the 

effort and Cost 
Estimate Risk 

Exposure 

If there are some changes 

in the requirements after 

requirement analysis 

Apply MCRSRM 

Risk prioritization and conduct ranking 
Top N Risk 

(Master list 

of risk) 

Team Review and Action 

Planning 
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TABLE-4 

Risk Probability  

of Occurring  

Total loss  if it 

occurs 

RE RP  

Product recall situation 2% 80K 1600 II 

Significant  product 

rejection 

0.1% 1000K 1000 III 

Competitive Strike 10% 25K 2500 I 

 

In the above table RE is the Risk Exposure and RP 

indicates the risk priority. If the following information are 
giving at phase i=1. 

a= total number of requirements =100, b=total number of 

Mission Critical Requirements (MCR) =40, c=number of 

MCR added during phase 1=5, d= number of MCR 

modified during phase 1=10 (3 which were downgraded 

from MCR to just requirements, and the remaining 7 are 

still MCR, and e= number of MCR deleted during phase 

1=7 then total risk during phase 1 can be calculated as 

30/100+ 1[3[5/40]+2[10/40]+1[7/30]] =40/100+ 42/40; 

where 40/100= the risk at the input of phase 1 and 42/40 is 

the added risk during phase 1, due to adding , modifying 
and deletion of MCR. Similarly we can calculate the risk 

during the second phase. The detailed information about the 

metrics for software risk management is available in [4, 5, 

and 15]. It can be seen that this model gives the incremental 

risk for every phase and also the total cumulative risk as the 

project progresses from phase to phase.  

After computation of risk and its prioritization the 

next step is team review and action planning. The team 

review opens with a  

 

 

 
review by each program manager of the current 

status of all risks and the action item from the previous 

review. Risk may be deleted from the risk item list but this 

is accomplished by agreement between the two program 

managers. Next, candidate new risks for inclusion on the 

list are reviewed. In the first occurrence of the team review, 

where no joint list of risks exists, each program manager 

selects approximately 5 to 10 risks from their respective 

master lists of risks to be included in the first version of the 

list.  The next step is the ranking process, is to agree 

precisely on the comparison criteria. The risks are 
compared on the basis of which is more important to the 

program but importance can have many dimensions, such 

as cost, schedule, and fitness of the final product. Last step 

of this model is action planning. Action planning for risks 

is used for determination and implementation of actions 

necessary to manage a program risks. Comparative study 

between SRAEM and SRAEP using model based approach 

is given in table-5. 

 

 

TABLE-5 Comparative studies between SRAEM and SRAEP using model based approach 

 

 
S. No. SRAEM SRAEP using model based approach 

1 Based on Function Point [8,9] No concept of Function Point is used 

2 Measurement Error, Model Error, and Assumption 
Error 

Identify context using use case diagram, sequence 
diagram and security requirements 

3 Risk exposure and mission critical requirements 
stability risk metrics 

Calculate risk exposure and compute degradation of key 
node safety metric 

4 No information regarding the identification of 

risk 

Software fault tree approach is used to identify the 

risk 

5 No use of Risk reduction leverage Compute Risk reduction leverage 

5 No use of Model based approach Supports model based approach 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

 
This paper presents the systematic review of software risk 

assessment and estimation models. This paper surveys 

several risk assessment and estimation methods from 

different perspective. The main emphasis is given to the 

risk assessment methods based on software metrics like 

Software Risk Assessment and Estimation Model 
(SRAEM) and Software Risk Assessment and Evaluation 

Process (SRAEP) using model based approach because 

these methods are the latest methods in the field of software 

risk assessment and estimation. A comparative study 

between SRAEM and SRAEP using model based approach 

is employed to present an insight about these models and 

how these models are useful for the researchers and 

practitioners for developing the new methods or for 

improving the existing methods. 
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